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Merlin
Accept Yourself with Respect
Just take a deep breath now, and as an intention, just decide inside yourself that this is the first breath
of your new life, deciding to let go of all preconceived ideas, thoughts, feelings about what you think
you are and represent here in this dimension. Just imagine that you are a clean slate starting anew
where everything is possible, where magic is around you, inside you, at your command.
I am speaking about magic because my name is Merlin, the magician, the alchemist. The one that so
few people know really, deep down within. You have heard stories about Merlin, but they are so far
from the reality that I was living in those days. My mission was to enlighten the heart of the
humanity, the heart of those ones that were ruling the country so that the people of the country could
become enlightened.
So what are you doing here beloved ones, you are enlightening your life, enlightening the way that
you are looking at yourself. That is so important because the way that you look at yourself
determines your life, determines how you perceive those ones around you. If you look at yourself as
a nobody or just as one of them, this is disappointing, it is sad for your heart, your strong heart, your
divine heart that came here to spread love, to shine its own truth. So today, take the decision and
make the choice to start your True Life and ask this True Life to be shown to you, to grow inside of
you, to nurture you, the True Life of who you truly are inside you, the One that is Eternal, the One
that has no beginning and no end, the One that is the All Mighty Life in action in this world, showing
and carrying your own frequency of Love.
You cannot compare each other: you are so different each one of you. Each one of you is a night of
Light, a night of Love that carried that frequency from lifetime to lifetime. You carry a very specific
frequency: you have to realize this, and this frequency belongs to the Love Frequency, the courage
frequency, the compassion frequency. These words are so true! But, sometimes you choose to forget
them in order to be like the other one, to be like those that you call your “friends” or your
“neighbours”, or the “people of your city”. But here I am with you today : me, the one that was not
understood during his lifetime ; me, the one that people was afraid of me because I knew better than
them and they thought that I would use my knowledge against them, which was so far from the truth.
I was using my knowledge to service them, to support them, to help them, to guide them towards their
own perfection, but this language was not understood in those days. So I had to use the words that
their ears were ready to listen to, to accept.
But today, I am speaking freely to you because I know your heart and your heart needs, wants and
wishes: freedom, happiness, joy, Light, True Life. So today, is a very special day where you are
being asked to open your heart to accept yourself fully, unconditionally with love, compassion,
kindness and respect for those days that will come that you will judge yourself again, respect for your
difference among those ones that you call your family members or your friends, respect for your
difference. Yes, all of that you are is Unconditional Love in its purest expression disguised in what
you think you are, what you have constructed as a face, as a mask to show the population around you:
your friends, your family, even yourself when you look in the mirror.
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So, as the first day of your new life where you decide to choose yourself above all, to respect yourself
above all, celebrate this day, celebrate this moment and understand that each one of you represents a
Star in the Big Sky of this humanity. A Star shining its own truth, own values, own frequency; a Star
that cannot be compared to any other Stars because each Star is so perfect in its own Light, own Love
frequency.
These are simple words that I wanted to share so that you open your heart more fully, unconditionally
to yourself and to those ones around you in this very special day, because you know each other since
many lifetimes; otherwise, you would not be able to support yourself with the other ones. This is how
humanity is most of the time: in the same family, they cannot support each other, they fight, they
want to control the other.
These are my words for you to anchor into your heart and to meditate and also to question, because
you, yourself truly know what is best for you ; not me, not your neighbour, not your wife, not your
spouse: yourself.
Thank you.
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